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String Quartet No. 1, Op.11  

Samuel Barber (1910-1981) 
 

 Samuel Barber is among the most enduring of America’s post-romantic twentieth-century 

composers. Among classical music fans, he is second only to Copland in his warmth, emotional 

immediacy, and accessibility. While we may not think of him as a composer of chamber music, 

his best known work, the ubiquitous Adagio for Strings, actually has its origins in the quartet that 

opens this program.(It is a transcription of the Molto adagio portion of the quartet’s second 

movement.)The Adagio, of course, has taken on a life of its own that has all but eclipsed the fine 

quartet from which it is drawn.  

 

 In 1935 Barber had made the acquaintance of Arturo Toscanini, who took an interest in 

the young American's scores.  Three years later Toscanini conducted the premiere of Barber's 

Essay for Orchestra, Op.12 and the Adagio. The Italian maestro’s subsequent recording of the 

Adagio with the NBC Symphony contributed significantly to Barber's growing reputation, and 

was a major factor in making the Adagio so popular. 

 

 The string quartet dates from a halcyon period in Barber’s life, before the spectre of war 

overshadowed everything else. Following his graduation from Philadelphia’s Curtis Institute of 

Music, he was awarded a Pulitzer traveling scholarship, the Rome Prize, then a Fulbright 

Foundation fellowship. This succession of honors enabled Barber to spend several years overseas 

in the mid-1930s. Upon learning that the Curtis Quartet was planning a European tour in 1936, 

he set to work composing a new quartet for them. Diversions were numerous, however, and he 

found it difficult to concentrate on composition. Although he was theoretically based at the 

American Academy in Rome, he traveled extensively in France and Italy, essentially playing 

hooky. He finally completed the first version of his quartet in 1936 while on holiday with his 

long-time companion Gian-Carlo Menotti in St. Wolfgang, near Salzburg. The new work was 

premiered in Rome that December by the Pro Arte Quartet at the American Academy’s Villa 

Aurelia.  

 

 Barber struggled with the quartet, finding the finale especially problematic. He discarded 

the original finale and an alternate after the premiere. Extensive correspondence with his uncle, 

the composer Sidney Homer, reflects the encouragement and advice he received from the older 

man while he wrestled with revisions. “You make the four instruments sound gigantic,” Homer 

wrote to his nephew in February 1937. “I also want from you the greatest intimacy in spirit. If 

Mozart could trust and love his listener, so can you.”  

 

 In its final version, the quartet is a two movement work whose concluding section re-



introduces first movement material. The great American lexicographer Nicholas Slonimsky 

described the quartet in Cobbett’s Cyclopedia Survey of Chamber Music: 

 

The first movement . . . possesses a propulsive rhythmic energy in its main 

subject; its melodic material appears later in a modified rhythmic pattern; there is 

also an important ambling figure in even motion. After the ‘Molto adagio,’ the 

Quartet concludes with a brief movement, ‘Molto allegro,’ which virtually 

recapitulates the material of the opening movement. 

 

Barber’s opening movement has a drama and rhetoric worthy of Beethoven. The jagged, 

belligerent unison opening seizes our attention; a more diatonic, chorale-like second theme group 

provides a classic masculine/feminine opposition.  

 

 The emotional impact of Barber’s Molto adagio remains strong even with the spare 

texture of four instruments rather than the familiar full string complement. If the finale leaves us 

with less of a sense of purpose, that may account for the quartet’s comparative unfamiliarity. 

Nevertheless, Barber’s effort is worth discovering in its entirety. The Opus 11 quartet tempers 

his propensity to ripe lyricism with a welcome intellectual discipline.  

 

Quartet in E minor, "Z meho zivota" ("From my life") (1876)  

Bedřich Smetana (1824-1884) 

 

 Like Beethoven, Smetana suffered from deafness, the greatest tragedy for a musician.  

Though the onset of the hearing problem occurred somewhat later in his life than in Beethoven's, 

Smetana had lost most of his hearing by age 50.  He was completely deaf when he composed this 

quartet, his first.  The work is indisputably biographical, more forthrightly so even than the 

Berlioz Symphonie fantastique.  Smetana provided posterity with an explicit program for his 

quartet in a letter to his friend Josef Srb-Debrnov.  The composer's own words serve as the best 

introduction to the music. 

I shall not be in the least offended if this style does not find favor or is considered 

contrary to what was hitherto regarded as quartet style.  I did not intend to write a 

quartet according to recipe. . . .  As a young beginner I worked sufficiently hard to 

acquire thorough knowledge and mastery of musical theory.  With me the design 

of every composition depends upon its subject.  And so this quartet, too, shaped 

its form itself.  I had wanted to give a tone picture of my life. 

 

First movement -- the call of fate -- the main motif -- into the struggle of life.  The 

love of art in my youth; romantic mood, in music as well as in love and life in 

general; an inexpressible yearning for something that I could neither name nor 

imagine clearly, and also a warning...of my future misfortune....It is that fateful 

ringing of the high-pitched notes in my ear which announced my coming deafness 

in 1874.  I put this in as it was so fateful for me. 

 

Second movement -- à la polka -- takes me back to the happy times of my youth, 

among the country people as well as among the people of higher classes (Trio, 

meno mosso, in D-flat) where I strewed the whole world with dance pieces,and 



was myself well-known as an enthusiastic dancer.  It also describes my love of 

travelling; in the viola and later the second violin I marked `à la tromba posthorn.' 

 

Third movement:  reminds me of the happiness of my first love to the girl who 

later on became my faithful wife. 

 

Fourth movement:  knowledge of how to make use of the element of national 

music, joy at the success of this course up to the time it was interrupted by the 

catastrophe -- ominous for me -- of the beginning of deafness, a glance toward the 

sad future, then comes a brief sign of improvement, but, at the thought of the 

beginning of my career, nevertheless sadness.  Roughly this is the aim of this 

composition, an almost private one, and therefore purposely written for four 

instruments which...talk to each other in an intimate circle of friends of what has 

so momentously affected me.  No more. 

 

And no less.  As remarkable as this revealing letter is the music itself, which would stand 

admirably as a quartet even without its very personal program.  Basically it is in a four-

movement classical format with the outer two movements in sonata form.  Its second movement, 

a glorification of the polka, functions as a scherzo.  The pronounced dance rhythms lend 

themselves to exaggeration; the contrasting meno mosso is downright sultry!  Smetana's slow 

movement begins with an elegiac cello solo, whose emotional and expressive heights are 

sustained by the full quartet in a ringing chordal climax.  The composer here offers an encomium 

to his first wife, who died of tuberculosis in 1859. 

 

 Not even Smetana's description in the letter quoted above fully prepares one for the shock 

of the high E that interrupts the irresistible Bohemian dance.  His extensive experience in opera 

stood him in good stead in the dramatic design of this quartet.  The emotional power of this work 

is gripping both as absolute music and as autobiography. 

 

     

Quartet No. 2 in A major, Opus 68 (1944)   

Dmitri Shostakovich (1906-1975) 

 

 Shostakovich’s music from the war years is, for the most part, notoriously dark.  

Consider the Seventh (“Leningrad”) and Eighth Symphonies, which describe and assess the 

horrors of war and the enormous suffering of the Russian people.  In many respects, Soviet 

composers had an easier time of it during the war than the rest of the populace. Beginning in 

1943, the Organizational Committee of the Union of Composers arranged for summer 

composers’ retreats called ‘Houses of Rest and Creativity.’ Shostakovich spent a couple of 

summers at one near Ivanovo, where he was given a room for his family, meals, and a studio in 

which to work.  By our standards, these accommodations were spartan, but in the wartime 

USSR, it was a good deal.  In 1944, Shostakovich composed his Piano Trio, Ninth Symphony 

and the Second Quartet at Ivanovo. 



 

 The Second Quartet and the Piano Trio were premiered on the same concert on 14 

November 1944 in Leningrad.  Two compositions further apart in atmosphere can hardly be 

imagined.   The traditional view of the Second Quartet is that it is lighter and more poetic than 

other war works, merging sonata and suite.  This listener disagrees.  I hear it as a work of depth 

and not inconsiderable pain: an opera seria for string quartet.   

 

 Consider the movement titles.  By calling the opening movement Overture, Shostakovich 

immediately suggests not chamber music, but rather implies a stage work to follow.  Recitative is 

a specifically operatic technique, and Romance is a term often applied to strophic arias (usually 

love songs) as well as lyrical instrumental compositions.  The Waltz has almost as firm a hold in 

French and Russian opera as it does in Viennese ballroom dancing. Only in the concluding 

Theme and Variations does Shostakovich adhere to a more conventional form for chamber 

music.  Even there, he quotes from the earlier movements. The strongest argument for an 

operatic subtext to this quartet is the music itself, which communicates passion, coloratura 

virtuosity, and the emotional intensity of a diva in her big aria.   

 

 Shostakovich was a relatively late bloomer with string quartets.  He did not attempt one 

until 1934, when he was nearly 30. By that time, he had published nearly 50 compositions (the 

Quartet No. 1 was issued in 1935 as Op. 49) and was well established in Soviet cultural circles. 

Many observers consider that Shostakovich reserved his most personal music for the quartets, 

making his more public statements in the symphonies.  Perhaps that is the reason there is no 

mention of the quartets in Testimony, his controversial memoirs as related to Solomon Volkov.   

 

  The overture is straightforward, diatonic, and folk-like.  Despite its tempo marking of 

3/4, it has the resolute character of a march.  The development section reveals a more mournful 

aspect of the Russian temperament. The two inner movements communicate anguish and turmoil 

that take us to the private domain of the composer’s soul. The first violin is cast as the soprano in 

Recitative and Romance, framing its ‘aria’ with an extended cadenza over a chordal pedal point.  

At 12 minutes, this is the lengthiest segment of the quartet, inviting comparison to the large and 

emotionally taut slow movements of Beethoven’s Quartets Opp. 131 and 132.  Shostakovich 

surely intended this, for there are also some allusions to Beethoven in the music. A recapitulation 

of the recitative at the conclusion of the Romance lends the movement a broad song-like 

structure.   

 

 The Waltz is, once again, very Russian.  Shostakovich entrusts the cello with the first 

statement of the theme, allowing the first violin a momentary reprieve.  One senses the limpid 

strains of Tchaikovsky coursing through this movement, for which all four players are muted.  

Shostakovich’s early biographer Martynov wrote: 

 

The music of the waltz seems to be woven of cobwebs — so fine are the 

polyphonic designs, so dainty the melodic outlines, so light the fluttering rhythms. 

 



This waltz is not for ballroom dancing, but is rather a nervous whirl for the soul, more in keeping 

with the Chopin waltzes.  

 

 The concluding theme and variations are another tacit salute to Beethoven, who favored 

variations throughout his career.  In this case, Shostakovich has chosen the Baroque passacaglia 

form (sequential variations played without pause). He treats it as a large-scale sonata movement 

with slow introduction, exposition, development (echoing the textures and musical material of 

the two inner movements) and recapitulation.  The principal theme is another melancholic 

Russian folk song, resurfacing in ingenious guises among all four instruments in the course of 

the variations sequence. Both the elaborate structure of the finale and the grand conception of the 

whole lend the Second Quartet a sense of symphonic importance along with operatic impact. 


